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TSK House, Ramachandrapuram, Kadiapatti, Off Thirumayam Fort, Kadiyapatti, Tamil Nadu - 622505
  +91 95855 58431 | +91 4333 267070
  chidambaravilas@sangamhotels.com
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Discover Chettinad
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Chettinad is a region almost centrally located in the southern Indian state of Tamil Nadu. It is a culturally and historically important region famous for its unique cuisine, agriculture and architecture.The origin of Chettinad begins in the 13th century when the Nattukottai Chettiars migrated to Karaikudi. They left their previous area, the Cauvery Poompattinam, following a massive flood. The new settlement eventually became the Chettinad region of 96 villages in 1947 and over a 600-1500 square mile area, out of which around 76 villages still exist today.
  
Explore
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About Chidambara Vilas
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Chidambara Vilas is a 118 year old heritage Chettiar home that provides an authentic showcase of the luxurious Chettinad lifestyles of the last century. The luxury is truly in the details, made possible through a 3 year restoration effort by the Sangam group which manages this heritage property.You can now experience one of the best examples of authentic Chettinad architecture, furniture, glasswork, tile work and paintings.
 Explore









Unwind in the Lap of Timeless Luxury
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The heritage rooms at Chidambara Vilas recreates the ambience of authentic Chettiar lifestyles. This is visible in the attention to details, from the vintage hand operated Panka fans to even the switches which are designed in a format from a previous era. This is also reflected in the furnishings to the lighting and the design elements like Athangudi tiles, the wooden roofing and paneling. The rooms at Chidambara Vilas are the most authentic Chettiar experience available today.
  
Explore
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Savour the Essence of Chettinad
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The Chettinad cuisine is a product of the unique local flavours, landscape and ingredients that trace back to centuries ago when the region was adopted by Chettiars.Chidambara Vilas recreates the entire culinary experience from the historical context – from the preparation and presentation of food to the settings. This is done using three unique experiences – Interactive kitchen, Experiential dining and Fine Dining. Experience the whole platter of Chettinad cuisine, from spicy fare that is served on freshly cut banana plantain leaves in the very formal settings. A vintage experience to set the tone of your evening is what you will find at Koppai Bar.
  
Explore







Enchanting Events & Memorable Meetings Unfold Here
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At Chidambara Vilas, your gatherings transform into extraordinary events. Be it an intimate meeting or a boutique wedding, our versatile space, the Courtyard and the grand Durbar Hall, sets the stage for unforgettable moments. Our facilities, equipped with modern amenities like air-conditioning, Wi-Fi and audio-visual equipment, ensure your event runs smoothly. Infused with the charm of Chettinad heritage, our event space is designed to create an ambience of elegance and history, making every occasion not just an event, but a cherished memory.
 Explore
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Facilities
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	Cooking Classes	Swimming Pool	Multiple Banquet Halls	Indoor & Outdoor Activities
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Chidambara Vilas - A Luxury Heritage Resort
TSK House, Ramachandrapuram, Kadiapatti, Off Thirumayam Fort, Kadiyapatti, Tamil Nadu - 622505


	  chidambaravilas@sangamhotels.com

	 +91 95855 58431 | +91 4333 267070
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